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serenity, cutthroat, and driven by vengeance, femme fatales pits the fbi s femme fatale carolyn martens
(fiona shaw) against an equally lethal assassin eve (angela bettis) who has a vested interest in bringing

carolyn down. with the help of her brother, carolyn moves deep into the underground world of the
twelve. she may be out of her depth, but she still has the skills to survive. and she may have a new

recruit: eve s talented younger sister nicole (lindsey morgan) who is a physical match for carolyn and will
prove to be a dangerous foe. as we head into season 2, we look at some of the series' secret homages to

the star trek universe. and our new guide is actor/writer joe kraemer, who collaborated with mark a.
altman on the second season of femme fatales. joe has been a star trek fan since he was a kid, and in

the femme fatales score he has created a new soundscape for this femme fatale-driven drama. you can
hear joe talk about his musical journey in the interview below, as he also explains the three different
approaches to scoring each episode of the show. "in the first season, we started out by looking at the
archetypes of femme fatale. it was about a woman who is seductive and insidious and a consummate
liar. she's also dangerous. what she's not is innocent. this all just comes from a real fear of feminine

power. we decided from the very beginning to do as many influences as possible from the original star
trek, but to do them very well. it was like looking at a whole history of sci-fi and coming up with ways to
expand on it, and really sticking with the characters and their story. in doing that, we came up with a

very kind of romantic, sweeping, epic feeling for the series. we just wanted to do what we would want to
listen to if we were watching this show on a large screen with great sound and amazing visual effects.

and we did that, and it really paid off."
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the show, famously, chooses a new lead writer each season and its always a woman: starting with
series creator phoebe waller-bridge, then emerald fennell, and suzanne heathcote did the third
season. how did you come to work on the last one? since season one of femme fatales was so

successful it was decided to increase the cast size, with the addition of a second main and a new
story arc. this will be the first season to be aired on the new, expanded network. when i saw the first
episode of season two i was excited to see the return of eve (anna bowhill) and the introduction of

new antagonist villanelle (portia doubleday), as well as her return to the show. i was also very
excited to see the return of a number of female characters from season one, including eve (anna
bowhill), mallory (lauren cohan), elle (toni colette), ana (cas anvar) and alice (maude apatow). the

relationship between eve and villanelle is so compelling that i was really excited to see how the show
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explored it. as soon as i heard that i had gotten my wish, i was even more excited to see the rest of
the season. its been a year since we last saw eve (anna bowhill) and the story of how she became a

femme fatale. and now we get to see where this character has taken her in the wake of villanelle
(portia doubleday) running things in season one. its going to be interesting to see the two

relationships play out. the first four episodes of season two are set to premiere this friday night on
femme fatales and we have a sneak peek at one of the new, expanded cast members, director justin

kelly, and a first look at some of the new costumes that you will be seeing on the show. enjoy!
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